Genetic effects of oxidative DNA damages: comparative mutagenesis of the imidazole ring-opened formamidopyrimidines (Fapy lesions) and 8-oxo-purines in simian kidney cells
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ABSTRACT

Fapy·dG and 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (8-oxo-dG) are formed in DNA by hydroxyl radical damage. In order to study replication past these lesions in cells, we constructed a single-stranded shuttle vector containing the lesion in 5′-TGT and 5′-TGA sequence contexts. Replication of the modified vector in simian kidney (COS-7) cells showed that Fapy·dG is mutagenic inducing primarily targeted Fapy·G→T transversions. In the 5′-TGT sequence mutational frequency of Fapy·dG was ~30%, whereas in the 5′-TGA sequence it was ~8%. In parallel studies 8-oxo-dG was found to be slightly less mutagenic than Fapy·dG, though it also exhibited a similar context effect: 4-fold G→T transversions (24% versus 6%) occurred in the 5′-TGT sequence relative to 5′-TGA. To investigate a possible structural basis for the higher G→T mutations induced by both lesions when their 3′ neighbor was T, we carried out a molecular modeling in the active site of DNA polymerase β, which is known to incorporate both dCTP (no mutation) and dATP (G→T substitution) opposite 8-oxo-G. In pol β, the syn-8-oxo-G:dATP pair showed greater stacking with the 3′-T:A base pair in the 5′-TGT sequence compared with the 3′-A:T in the 5′-TGA sequence, whereas for the anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP pair was similar in both 5′-TGT and 5′-TGA sequences. Similarly, syn-Fapy·G:dATP pairing showed greater stacking in the 5′-TGT sequence compared with the 5′-TGA sequence, while stacking for anti-Fapy·G:dCTP pairs was similar in the two sequences. Thus, for both lesions less efficient base stacking between the lesion:dATP pair and the 3′-A:T base pair in the 5′-TGA sequence might cause lower G→T mutational frequencies in the 5′-TGA sequence compared to 5′-TGT. The corresponding lesions derived from 2′-deoxyadenosine, Fapy·dA and 8-oxo-dA, were not detectably mutagenic in the 5′-TAT sequence, and were only weakly mutagenic (1%) in the 5′-TAA sequence context, where both lesions induced targeted A→C transversions. To our knowledge this is the first investigation using extrachromosomal probes containing a Fapy·dG or Fapy·dA site-specifically incorporated, which showed unequivocally that in simian kidney cells Fapy·G→T substitutions occur at a higher frequency than 8-oxo-G→T and that Fapy·dA is very weakly mutagenic, as is 8-oxo-dA.

INTRODUCTION

The accumulation of oxidative damages in DNA is believed to play a role in aging and various diseases (1–3). Ionizing radiation generates many of the same lesions in DNA that are formed by oxidative stress (4,5). A ubiquitous product of ionizing radiation and oxidation is 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (8-oxo-dG) that has received much attention since the late 1980s (6–8). A major fraction of 8-oxo-dG is believed to be formed by hydroxyl radical damage, which also generates Fapy·dG [N-(2-deoxy-d-pentofuranosyl)-N-(2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-formamidopyrimidine)], presumably via a common radical intermediate (Scheme 1) (9,10).
Fapy·dG is a more common DNA lesion under reductive conditions and during exposure to UV light (11,12), but few studies have been performed on its biological effects. Fapy·dG is subject to excision by repair enzymes of which one, formamidopyrimidine glycosylase (fpg, MutM), formally bears its name, even though it is known to excise several oxidative damages (13). Similar to the situation with dG, oxidative insult to DNA generates Fapy·dA and 8-oxo-dA from a common intermediate, and oxygen-deficient conditions gives rise to higher level of Fapy·dA than 8-oxo-dA (14,15). However, in aqueous solution DNA exposed to γ-radiolysis generates Fapy·dA 10-fold less efficiently than it does Fapy·dG (16).

Recent advances in the synthesis of oligonucleotides containing Fapy·dG (17,18) and Fapy·dA (19) provide the tool which are required in order to carry out repair and replication studies on biopolymers containing these lesions incorporated at defined sites. In vitro replication studies using Klenow exo fragment from DNA polymerase I of Escherichia coli show that Fapy·dG is efficiently bypassed and that dA is misincorporated opposite it (20). Likewise, Fapy·dA induces nucleotide misincorporation in vitro, albeit infrequently (21). Repair studies show that Fapy·dG opposite dC is excised by fpg much more efficiently than when it is mispaired with dA (22).

The results of these replication and repair studies suggest that both Fapy·dG and Fapy·dA have the potential to be mutagenic in cells. In order to unambiguously address this, in the current work we evaluated the mutagenic potential of Fapy·dG in mammalian cells using a shuttle phagemid vector. We also compared the mutational types and frequencies of the Fapy lesions with the corresponding 8-oxo-purines. In addition, molecular modeling studies were carried out in order to rationalize the observed sequence context effects on replication of the Fapy- and 8-oxo-purine lesions in cells.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

[γ-32P]ATP was from Du Pont New England Nuclear (Boston, MA). T4 DNA ligase and T4 polynucleotide kinase were
obtained from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). E.coli strain DH10B was purchased from Gibco BRL and COS-7 cells are available in our laboratory. Single-stranded phage-mid, pMS2, DNA was prepared from E.coli JM109 with the aid of the helper phage VCM13 (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) as reported by Moriya (23).

Methods

Synthesis and characterization of oligonucleotides. The synthesis and characterization of Fapy·dG dodecamers, d(TGC AGT XTC AGC) and d(TGC AGT XAC AGC) (where X = Fapy-dG) (17) and Fapy·dA dodecamers d(TGC ACT XAC AGC) and d(TGC ACT XTC AGC) (where X = Fapy-dA) (19) have been reported. 8-Oxo-dG, 8-oxo-dA and control oligonucleotides of the corresponding sequences have been synthesized by the Midland Certified Reagent Company, Inc (Midland, TX). The 8-oxo-dG and 8-oxo-dA oligonucleotides were deprotected with concentrated NH₄OH for 18 h at 55°C in the presence of 0.25 M β-mercaptoethanol and purified by C18 reverse phase high-performance liquid chromatography followed by denaturing PAGE. Mass spectrometric analysis by MALDI-TOF verified the molecular weight of the oligonucleotides.

Construction and characterization of pMS2 vectors containing a single Fapy·dG, 8-oxo-dG, Fapy·dA or 8-oxo-dA. The single-stranded pMS2 shuttle vector, which contains its only EcoRV site in a hairpin region, was prepared as described elsewhere (23,24). The pMS2 DNA (58 pmol, 100 μg) was digested with a large excess of EcoRV (300 pmol, 4.84 μg) for 1 h at 37°C followed by room temperature overnight. A 58mer scaffold oligonucleotide (containing a T opposite the potential lesion site) was annealed overnight at 9°C to form the gapped DNA. The control and lesion containing 12mers were phosphorylated with T4 polynucleotide kinase, hybridized to the gapped pMS2 DNA, and ligated overnight at 16°C. Unligated oligonucleotides were removed by passing through Centricon-100 and the DNA was precipitated with ethanol. The scaffold oligonucleotide was digested by treatment with T4 DNA polymerase and exonuclease III, the proteins were extracted with phenol/chloroform, and the DNA was precipitated with ethanol. The final construct was dissolved in 1 mM Tris–HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8, and a portion was subjected to electrophoresis on 1% agarose gel in order to assess the amount of circular DNA.

Replication and analysis in simian kidney cells. COS-7 cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. The cells were seeded at 5 x 10⁵ cells per 60 mm plate. Following overnight incubation, the cells were transfected with 50 ng of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) by electroporation. The culture was incubated for 2 days, and the progeny plasmid was recovered by the method of Hirt (25). It was then used to transform E.coli DH10B, and transformants were analyzed by oligonucleotide hybridization (26). In some of the experiments an AA mismatch three nucleotides 5' to the lesion (or a control G or A) was introduced to estimate the extent of scaffold removal. Based on the number of transformants that contained a T 3 nt 5' to the lesion (<1%) and/or an A at the lesion site (none recovered) due to mismatch repair, we believe that the scaffold removal was nearly quantitative in these experiments.

Molecular mechanics calculations. Structures were constructed, viewed, manipulated and analyzed using Insight II (Molecular Simulations, Inc. version 98.0) (27). Visualizations and calculations were conducted on an SGI O2, SGI Origin 200 and an IBM pSeries 690. The CHARMM 27 all-atom forcefield (28,29) was used to calculate energies and direct all minimizations and molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. Parameters for 8-oxo-G and Fapy-G are given in Supplementary Data. Preliminary minimizations followed previously established protocols (30), and, when needed, de novo DNA coordinates were generated from canonical fiber diffraction B-DNA (31). Structures with 8-oxo-G were compared with NMR and X-ray structures (32,33).

Fapy-G can exist in several conformers via rotations about the C5-N7 and N7-C8 bonds. Calculations were conducted on the rotational conformer that resembles guanine itself, which has C8H/N9H eclipsing, as well as the rotational isomer with C8O/N9H eclipsing, because these conformations were observed in a solution study of a Fapy-dG derivative, and they were of approximately the same energy (34). Both eclipsing orientations were explored, but each one yielded the same final orientation in minimization studies (Supplementary Data), where the eclipsing C8H (or the C8O in the other rotamer) lies to the 5'-side with N9H to the 3'-side.

The algorithm ‘3DNA’ was used to calculate the amount of overlap between adjacent, stacked base pairs in Angstroms squared (Å²) (35). Overlap areas for both all-atoms and endocyclic (aromatic) atoms only are reported. Each structure was rigorously examined, and during this process we discovered that 3DNA viewed the Fapy-dG ring-opened formamido region to be ring-closed, since the computed overlap areas involving the endocyclic atoms of Fapy-dG did not correspond well with the structure. This issue was circumvented by superimposing thymine on the aromatic, six-membered ring of Fapy-dG to compute the endocyclic overlap areas. It is noteworthy that no such problem occurred for computation of the overlap areas involving all-atoms, or for any other base, including 8-oxo-dG.

MD trajectories with DNA in pol β were conducted with the Verlet algorithm in CHARMM, using a 10 Å cutoff applied to the non-bonded Lennard-Jones interactions. The SHAKE algorithm (36) was used to constrain bonds with hydrogen atoms using a tolerance of 0.0005 Å. A time step of 2 fs was used in the dynamics simulations. A full −1.0 charge was included on phosphates.

The X-ray structure of pol β with anti-8-oxo-G paired with dCTP [1MQ3 in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (37)] was converted to a CHARMM 27 file. This structure has three strands of DNA, which can be thought of as a template strand with a one base gap in the primer strand, where the gap is occupied by the dNTP in the active site. The bases in the X-ray structure were changed to give the 5′-TGT sequence context (5′-GCAGTXTCAGCTCAGC/5′-GCTGAGCTGA[gap with dNTP]ACTGC, where ‘X’ is 8-oxo-G or Fapy-G). To the 73 water molecules in the X-ray structure, two layers of TIP3P water were added (using the Soak utility in Insight II) around the DNA not in contact with protein, as the surface of this DNA is recessed in comparison with the surface of the
protein. Finally, three more layers of water were added around the protein and the hydrated DNA, which gave a smooth, coherent solvent shell with 2133 total waters. Ions present in the pol β structure were retained, but no counter ions were added, which we call the ‘unrefined input X-ray structure’. Water alone was minimized [2000 steps of ABNR (adopted basis Newton–Raphson)] to allow it to settle into the protein, and then the entire ensemble was minimized (200 steps of ABNR) to allow the bases in the new DNA sequence to adapt to the rest of the structure. The structure was heated to 300 K over 20 ps using the Verlet algorithm, and MD was conducted at 300 K on the protein alone for 50 ps to allow the protein to adapt to the unnatural DNA bases, notably 8-oxo-dG and Fapy·dG in the syn-conformation, which protrude into the minor groove far enough to have a slight van der Waals contact with R283, and the latter adapts by moving almost imperceptibly. Thereafter, MD was continued without constraints for 100 ps. The structure reached equilibrium relatively quickly (<50 ps, Supplementary Figure S1), which we attribute to the fact that the initial input structure came from X-ray coordinates. Subsequently, the structure was minimized (200 steps of ABNR) to remove distortions due to the elevated temperatures and to generate the final structures, which were evaluated. The unrefined input X-ray structure in the 5'-TG sequence with template anti-8-oxo-G was converted to syn-8-oxo-G (i.e. O4'O1'-N9-C4 was changed from /C094.1 to 70.1) and dCTP was converted to dATP, after which the protocol was repeated. The 8-oxo-G residue was also replaced in the unrefined input X-ray structure with Fapy·G, and the identical protocol was followed for both anti-Fapy·G:dCTP and syn-Fapy·G:dATP (O4'O1'-N9-C4 = 102.1). syn-Fapy·G:dATP is most distantly related to the original X-ray structure (i.e. anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP), so we extended this MD trajectory to 180 ps; however, the structure remained at equilibrium (Supplementary Figure S1).

RESULTS

Construction and characterization of single-stranded pMS2 vector containing Fapy·dG, 8-oxo-dG, or dG as well as Fapy·dA, 8-oxo-dA or dA

Biological effects of many DNA damages have been studied by using the pMS2 vector [(39–41) and references therein] and the strategy for employing this plasmid is shown in Scheme 2. Briefly, the pMS2 ssDNA was digested with EcoRV and the linear DNA was hybridized with a 58mer scaffold to yield a gapped DNA. The dodecamers containing unmodified (dG or dA) or modified (Fapy·dG, 8-oxo-dG, Fapy·dA or 8-oxo-dA) nucleosides were ligated to this gap. The control and lesion containing constructs were treated with exonuclease III and T4 DNA polymerase to remove the scaffold. A portion of each of these vectors was run on a 1% agarose gel. As shown in Figure 1, lanes 1 and 2 show migration characteristics of pMS2 DNA before and after digestion with EcoRV. Lanes 3–5 show ligation of control, 8-oxo-dG and Fapy·dG

Scheme 2. A general scheme of construction, replication and analysis of the control and modified single-stranded pMS2 vectors.

Each final structure (i.e. anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP, syn-8-oxo-G:dATP, anti-Fapy-G:dCTP and syn-Fapy-G:dATP) in the 5'-TG sequence was converted to the 5'-TG sequence using the free energy perturbation (FEP) protocol that we developed recently (38). For the 8-oxo-dA structure, syn-8-oxo-dG and its complementary dATP were converted to syn-8-oxo-dA and dGTP, respectively, by using the atom replacement function in Insight II. An MD trajectory had not been performed. Our goal in this part of the work was to determine if a reasonable hydrogen bonded structure would be possible with syn-8-oxo-A:dGTP (in contrast to syn-8-oxo-dG:dATP), and to test the hypothesis that a structural perturbation must occur before a dGTP could be satisfactorily opposite syn-8-oxo-dA.
containing dodecamers, respectively, to pMS2 followed by enzymatic removal of the scaffold. Lanes 6 and 7 represent, before and after removal of the scaffold, respectively, of a ‘mock’ ligation mixture, in which no oligonucleotide was added. Estimation of the relative intensity of the circular and linear DNA indicated/C24 45% ligation of the 12mers occurred on both sides and that ligation efficiencies of the control and lesion containing oligonucleotides were approximately the same. The results with the Fapy·dA, 8-oxo-dA and dA oligonucleotides were similar (data not shown).

Mutagenicity of Fapy·dG and 8-oxo-dG in simian kidney cells

Following purification, the site-specifically altered pMS2 vectors (50 ng) were transfected in COS-7 cells by electroporation. The progeny plasmids were isolated and used to transform E.coli DH10B. The transformants were selected at random and analyzed by oligonucleotide hybridization, followed by DNA sequencing. As shown in Table 1, two independent phagemid constructs showed similar results. Incorporation of the correct nucleotide, dCMP, occurred preferentially (>70%) opposite Fapy·dG, but significant misincorporation was also detected. In the 5’-TGT sequence, Fapy·G→T occurred at 25–30% frequency, and ~2% Fapy·G→C was detected in one experiment. In the 5’-TGA sequence, in contrast, Fapy·G→T was observed at only about 8% frequency. It is noteworthy that 8-oxo-G→T transversion was also similarly influenced by the sequence context such that 23–24% mutations occurred in 5’-TGT sequence relative to 6% in the 5’-TGA sequence. No mutants were detected from the control constructs.

Mutagenicity of Fapy·dA and 8-oxo-dA in simian kidney cells

In contrast to the results of Fapy·dG and 8-oxo-dG, no mutants were detected from the Fapy·dA and 8-oxo-dA constructs in the 5’-TAT sequence (Table 2). However, in 5’-TAA sequence, in contrast, Fapy·G→T was observed at only about 8% frequency. It is noteworthy that 8-oxo-G→T transversion was also similarly influenced by the sequence context such that 23–24% mutations occurred in 5’-TGT sequence relative to 6% in the 5’-TGA sequence. No mutants were detected from the control constructs.

Table 1. Comparative mutagenesis of Fapy·dG and 8-oxo-dG in simian kidney cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>No. of colonies screened</th>
<th>G→T mutation (%)</th>
<th>G→C mutation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(Fapy·G)A</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>23 (8.1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(Fapy·G)A</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>40 (8.2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-G)A</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>10 (6.6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-G)A</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>9 (5.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-G)A</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>19 (6.1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TGT</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TGT</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>TGT</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(Fapy·G)T</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>45 (25.4)</td>
<td>4 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(Fapy·G)T</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>61 (33.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(Fapy·G)T</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>106 (29.6)</td>
<td>4 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-G)T*</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>78 (23.9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-G)T*</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>62 (22.9)</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-G)T*</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>140 (23.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data taken from Ref. (42).

Table 2. Comparative mutagenesis of Fapy·dA and 8-oxo-dA in simian kidney cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>No. of colonies screened</th>
<th>A→A* [No mutation] (%)</th>
<th>A*→C mutation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TAA</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>208 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TAA</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>TAA</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>286 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(Fapy·A)A</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>161 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(Fapy·A)A</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>119 (99.2)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(Fapy·A)A</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>280 (99.6)</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-A)A</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>141 (98.6)</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-A)A</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-A)A</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>261 (99.2)</td>
<td>2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>196 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(Fapy·A)T</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>118 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(Fapy·A)T</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(Fapy·A)T</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>218 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-A)T</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-A)T</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>127 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>T(8-oxo-A)T</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>222 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Molecular modeling of 8-oxo-dG

Several earlier site-specific studies showed that the mutation frequency of 8-oxo-G in ssDNA in simian kidney cells was in the range 4–7%, inducing primarily G–T transversions [reviewed in Ref. (8)]. We were surprised that 8-oxo-G in the 5′-TGT sequence context generates progeny with 23–24% G–T mutations in the 5′-TGT sequence context in COS cells (42). This is several-fold higher than the 5′-TGA sequence studied by us (Table 1) and other sequence contexts studied by Moriya, Grollman and coworkers (23,43). We did molecular modeling in the active site of a DNA polymerase to investigate whether there might be a structural difference that could provide a hypothesis for why G–T mutations for 8-oxo-dG in a 5′-TGT sequence were higher than in a 5′-TGA sequence. Bypass is generally believed to involve non-mutagenic pairing of anti-8-oxo-G with dCTP, and mutagenic pairing of syn-8-oxo-G with dATP (37,44,45); hence we focused on these structures.

The X-ray structure of DNA polymerase β (pol β) with dCTP opposite anti-8-oxo-G was used as a starting point. The X-ray DNA sequence was modified to the appropriate 5′-TGT context and an MD trajectory was conducted in the presence of water (for details see Materials and Methods). Coordinates for a typical low-energy structure from the MD trajectory was compared with the X-ray starting coordinates and r.m.s.d. = 0.98 Å was determined for the protein (DNA was excluded because of the sequence difference), showing that the methodology did not significantly affect the structure.

anti-8-oxo-G was converted to syn-8-oxo-G and dCTP converted to dATP, and an MD trajectory was conducted in pol β in the 5′-TGT sequence. Following the MD runs for both
**anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP** and **syn-8-oxo-G:dATP**, a FEP approach that we developed recently (38) was used to convert the sequence from 5'-TGT to 5'-TGA, by changing the base pair on the 3'-side from T:A to A:T. FEP is recognized as an effective way of comparing closely related structures, as the atoms to be changed in the starting structure are gradually faded out, while the atoms in the final structure are faded in, which thereby minimizes gratuitous differences in the structures. When the four structures were compared, interesting differences in stacking were noted between the bases in the [n] position (i.e. 8-oxo-G and the dNTP) and the [n + 1] position (i.e. the base pair on the 3'-side). The syn-8-oxo-G:dATP structure had better stacking with the 3'-A:T base pair in the 5'-TGT sequence (Figure 2B) than it did with the 3'-A:T base pair in the 5'-TGA sequence (Figure 2D). The extent of this stacking was quantified by measuring van der Waals surface overlap (7.03 versus 4.13 Å², respectively, Table 3). In contrast, van der Waals surface overlap was more similar for anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP in the 5'-TGT (Figure 2A) versus 5'-TGA (Figure 2C) sequences (10.50 versus 9.28 Å², respectively, Table 3). A similar trend in stacking was also observed when just the atoms contributing to the π-cloud were considered (Table 3). If these stacking differences were expressed during the insertion step, then dATP would be incorporated less efficiently in a 5'-TGA sequence relative to 5'-TGT. This observation provides a rationale for the mutagenesis results, and the hypothesis could be tested in future experiments. A discussion in Supplementary Data has been included to point out that such an hypothesis could be tested in future experiments.

**DISCUSSION**

The current study showed that Fapy-dG was strongly mutagenic in simian kidney cells, whereas Fapy-dA was very weakly mutagenic. Earlier reports on the mutagenicity of 8-oxo-dG relative to 8-oxo-dA showed a similar trend in that the former is approximately an order of magnitude more mutagenic than the latter (43,52), which we also noted in the current study. Fapy-dG primarily induced G→T transversions, and it was 25–35% more mutagenic than 8-oxo-dG. However, both lesions showed a similar sequence context effect in that nearly a 4-fold greater number of mutations occurred in the 5'-TGT sequence relative to 5'-TGA. Mutagenicity of 8-oxo-dG determined in a number of studies in *E.coli* and in mammalian cells showed that it predominantly induces G→T transversions in dATP, and, thus, we did not study this pairing arrangement. In fact, DNA polymerase structure probably evolved to make such purine:purine pairings unfavorable.

**Molecular modeling of Fapy-dG**

A parallel molecular modeling study with Fapy-G in duplex DNA was conducted. The van der Waals surface overlap between adjacent base pairs in the active site of pol β with anti-Fapy-G:dCTP and syn-Fapy-G:dATP was also compared in a manner analogous to our study with 8-oxo-G. After MD, syn-Fapy-G:dATP showed more efficient stacking in the 5'-TGT versus 5'-TGA sequence (11.86 versus 5.96 Å², Table 3), while the stacking for anti-Fapy-G:dCTP was similar in these two sequence contexts (10.66 versus 10.99 Å², Table 3). This difference is apparent in Figure 3, which shows the stacking between the relevant adjacent base pairs for the four Fapy-dG structures (i.e. with dCTP and dATP in the 5'-TGT and 5'-TGA sequences). This observation provides a rationale for why dATP incorporation in the 5'-TGA sequence might be disfavored, which is consistent with the mutagenesis results (Table 1). The validity of this structural explanation can be evaluated in future experiments.

**Molecular modeling of 8-oxo-dA**

MF of 8-oxo-dA was significantly lower than 8-oxo-dG, and the only type of mutation detected with 8-oxo-dA was the A→C transversion (Table 2). To investigate a possible rationale for this lower MF, syn-8-oxo-dG was converted (without MD) to syn-8-oxo-dA, and dATP to dGTP in the active site of pol β (Figure 4). Hydrogen bonding was not observed, and there was a steric crowding between HN7 of syn-8-oxo-dA (red) with HN1 of dGTP (purple). There are two ways that this crowding could be minimized. One way is to deprotonate one of the nitrogens. However, this necessitates an energy penalty, resulting in a higher energy structure and a correspondingly lower MF would be expected. A second possibility is that the syn-8-oxo-A:dGTP pair could form a wobble base pair. Because of the positioning of R283 (dark blue) and Y271 (blue), the dGTP cannot move, which implies that syn-8-oxo-dA would have to move toward the major groove (upward in Figure 4), where there may be room before encountering I33 (green) and H34 (dark green). A wobble structure is inherently higher in energy than a Watson–Crick pair, which would result in a less frequent dGTP insertion and a lower MF.

**Table 3.** van der Waals overlap between the base pair containing 8-oxo-G or Fapy-G and the base pair on the 3'-side computed using structures developed by molecular modeling in the active site of pol β

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP</th>
<th>anti-Fapy-G:dCTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5'-TGT</td>
<td>10.50 (3.35)</td>
<td>10.66 (3.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'-TGA</td>
<td>9.28 (3.06)</td>
<td>10.99 (4.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn-8-oxo-G:dATP</td>
<td>syn-Fapy-G:dATP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'-TGT</td>
<td>7.03 (4.27)</td>
<td>11.86 (4.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'-TGA</td>
<td>4.13 (1.45)</td>
<td>5.96 (0.61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The X-ray structure of anti-8-oxo-G:dCTP in the active site of pol β was used as the starting point to construct models for each of the indicated base pairs in the 5'-TGT sequence context used in the mutagenesis study (Materials and Methods). Thereafter, a MD run was conducted with water and counter ions. The lowest energy structure from the MD run was used to compute the van der Waals overlap area (Materials and Methods) between the 8-oxo-G:dCTP base pair and T:A base pair on the 3'-side; the value reported in the table is in units of Angstroms squared. The van der Waals overlap areas were computed for all-atoms and endocyclic (aromatic) atoms (parentheses) in each base using 3DNA.
The MF of 8-oxo-dG as determined in the site-specific studies falls in the range of 3–8% in ssDNA in both bacterial and mammalian cells (23,43,52–55). In double-stranded DNA the MF is much lower (56), presumably due to more efficient repair. However, the combined effects of differential repair and variable miscoding efficiency in different sequences may result in up to $10^2$- to $10^3$-fold differences in the mutagenic potential of 8-oxo-dG (57). While the MF of 8-oxo-dG in the 5'-TGA sequence was similar to what others found in COS cells, we serendipitously discovered that the MF is nearly 4-fold higher in the 5'-TGT sequence (42). Could this increase in MF for both Fapy·dG and 8-oxo-dG be due to inefficient repair in the 5'-TGT sequence? Although this study was done in ssDNA, COS cells have a functional analog of MutY protein, which removes adenines from 8-oxo-G:A pairs after DNA replication is completed. We cannot rule out that compared with a 3'-A:T base pair, a 3'-T:A base pair would result in significantly slower repair of Fapy-G:A and 8-oxo-G:A mispairs. Even so, elevated miscoding of 8-oxo-dG in certain sequences has been demonstrated (57), and we consider this a more likely scenario.

Since structural or modeling studies of the other sequences studied earlier have not been reported, we found an opportunity to investigate the subtle differences between an adenine 3' to the 8-oxo-G of an otherwise identical sequence. Our modeling results provided a possible rationale for why G→T mutations were lower in the 5'-TGA sequence; 8-oxoG:A and Fapy-G:A base pair stacked relatively poorly with the base pair on the 3'-side in a 5'-TGA sequence compared with a 5'-TGT sequence (Figures 2 and 3 and Table 3). This structural hypothesis can be tested in future studies. We chose to model 8-oxo-G and Fapy-G in pol β because, when we
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that negate the correlation between the higher fraction of G—T mutations in 5’-TGT sequences and the increased stacking overlap between 8-oxo-G:A (or Fapy-G:A) and the base pair on the 3’-side in the 5’-TGT sequence. While this is admittedly a formal possibility, an inspection of our models (Figures 2 and 3) suggests that the backbone coordinates of the 8-oxo-G:A and Fapy-G:A structures would have to change dramatically to allow comparable overlaps in 5’-TGA versus 5’-TGT sequences, making this possibility unlikely. The relatively non-mutagenic nature of the 8-oxo-dA was also consistent with the model at the active site of pol β (Figure 4). Given the outcome of our modeling, one logical next step would be to establish which DNA polymerase is involved in the insertion step opposite 8-oxo-dG (and Fapy-dG) in COS cells, after which we could probe more deeply whether our hypothesis about the mechanism is correct. Regrettably, as yet we do not know which DNA polymerase bypasses 8-oxo-G (and Fapy-dG) in a cell. Despite the discovery of several bypass polymerases in the last few years [reviewed recently in Ref. (61)], our understanding of the mechanism of this process, especially in eukaryotic cells, remains fragmentary and incomplete. More recently, the question of whether more than one polymerase can be involved in the translesion synthesis has become a hot topic of discussion (62). Therefore, determination of the mechanistic details of mutagenesis by these lesions must await further advances in this area of research.

For Fapy-dG, NMR and crystallographic investigations have yet to be carried out. However, a DNA melting study using the same set of 12mers that have been used in this investigation showed that dC opposite this lesion is most stable in 8-oxo-G bypass in COS cells, although this has not been unequivocally established. No X-ray structure was available for a replicative eukaryotic B-family polymerase, although an X-ray structure for RB69, the B-family polymerase from bacteriophage T4, with 8-oxo-G containing DNA has been reported (58). Since the initiation of our molecular modeling study, an X-ray structure containing dCTP opposite template 8-oxo-G was published for T7 DNA polymerase (45), an A-family DNA polymerase. Subsequently, crystal structures of the complexes with the Y-family polymerase Dpo4, which predominantly incorporates dCTP opposite 8-oxo-dG, have also been reported (59,60). Examination of some of these structures (Supplementary Figure S4) revealed no obvious reason why the results with 8-oxo-G:dNTP base pairs with pol β (of the X-family) would be qualitatively different than with a polymerase in the B-family, Y-family, or A-family, although additional studies are required to address this point.

It is important to consider the caveats in our modeling results. Fapy-dG may adopt a variety of rotational isomers, and we have only explored a subset of them by modeling, although we did study both eclipsing versions of the two rotational isomers that are favored in solution (34). Furthermore, we have not explored more extensive MD trajectories in our modeling. We cannot rule out that lower energy conformations might be discovered.
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